
To Unravel a Cinch

The innovative way advocated by Suzuki and
Suzuki to attach a closed-coil spring to a mini-

screw head by use of an elastomeric ligature (JCO,
March 2007) seems a useful addition to the ortho-
dontic armamentarium.1 Still, the authors’ terming
their knot a “reef knot” needs correction to prevent
further confusion, because the literature on tying
is all knots and tangles as it is.

Rather than a reef knot, the flyped loop
demonstrated by Suzuki and Suzuki is a “ring
hitch” (A), “tag knot”, or “bale sling hitch” that has
been around for quite some years (Ashley No.
18592). It is of the same geometry as the widely
known “cow hitch” or “lark’s head”.2,3 Still, even
the cow hitch is not “the first suturing knot learned
in basic surgery class”, as Suzuki and Suzuki stat-
ed it, but rather a knot reserved for specialized sur-
gical applications.4-8

By contrast, the reef knot (B) is indeed a
simple and effective knot. Also known as the
square, true, hard, flat, common, regular, or
ordinary knot, it is usually employed to tie up
bundles or other objects, or to tie the reef
points in a sail.2 Suzuki and Suzuki’s impli-
cation that a reef knot is effective in rock
climbing, however, also needs correction to
prevent mishap. In his encyclopedic Book of
Knots, Ashley even printed in italics that
“under no circumstances should it ever be tied
as a bend”.2 Ashley further added (again in ital-
ics) that “there have probably been more lives
lost as a result of using a square knot as a bend
(to tie two ropes together) than from the fail-
ure of all other knots combined”.2 Likewise,
Graumont and Hensel warned that the reef
knot “has two serious disadvantages: it does not
hold if the ropes are of two different sizes or
materials, and it jams very hard under great ten-
sion. Therefore, it should never be used to join
two hawsers”.3 This warning obviously applies
to climbing ropes.

In short, the knot presented by Suzuki and
Suzuki would be better called by its proper name—
“ring hitch”—and the true “reef knot” should never
be used to tie two ropes together.
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